Creative
Rebranding
Book

A step-by-step approach to rebranding
your corporate image the right way.

Let’s start with

HELLO
+ OR “GREETINGS”

002 + 003
–––––––

How’s your
brand doing?

Chapter 01

INTRODUCTION
+ SOMETHING UNIQUE TO OFFER

004 + 005
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–––––––

YOU WANT clients to take advantage of an experience only you can offer.
Whether you consult in astrophysics or manufacture the latest widget,
in your own way, you help make things easier, faster, and more efficient.
QUALITY PRODUCTS AND SERVICES ALONE don’t define your company:
there are plenty of other things that help define client experience. From
taglines and letterheads, to logos and paint colours – everything matters.
Seemingly small details like clean windows, firm handshakes, and happy
employees win points with clients.
AND EVERY MINUTE a client waits on hold, listening to your phone system,
you lose points. How do the small details of your business add up to create
a unique experience? This is your corporate image, your identity, what it feels
like to do business with you. This is your brand.

Do you have something different
to offer, a way to distinguish
yourself from competitors?

Chapter 02

WHAT’S?
+ A DISTINCT POSITIONING?

006 + 007
–––––––
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ASK AROUND the office. Don’t just ask
managers and executives: ask your tech guy,
your reception personnel, the intern who’s
been there for a week. If what you do isn’t
crystal clear to your own team, those who
live and breathe 40 hours a week in your
company, how can strangers understand?

No need to hire big expensive firms or start a committee
to find out. You can find the answer just by asking around.

IS IT THE END OF THE WORLD? No.
YOU COULD JUST IGNORE IT, keep working,
and forget all about “that crazy branding stuff”.
Business has been great so far, it can only
get better, right? But as time rolls by, obstacles
can appear on the horizon. Navigating through
changing markets and savvy competitors
is tricky. You might succeed without a solid
brand, but you won’t necessarily progress.

LET’S NOT PANIC!
FOR THE NEXT FEW STEPS, you won’t need
to throw everything away. You won’t need to
trade in suits for roman togas, put up Greek
column wallpaper, or sound a trumpet whenever
a client walks in just to show you’re different.
You’re already different! You just need to think
about what makes you unique, and refine it.
This book is meant to help you find what makes
your brand distinctive.
ONCE you’ve found it, use it.
BUILD ON IT.

You might
succeed without
a solid brand,
but you won’t
necessarily
progress.

Chapter 03

THE BRAND
+ COMES ALIVE THROUGH ACTIONS

008 + 009 + 010 + 011
–––––––

o t ust talk
a out your ra d...
ANY COMPANY CAN SPLASH “We’ve got the Best Service!” on every billboard in town. But
if emails don’t get answered, if clients are poorly greeted, and if finding a sales associate feels
like searching for a bit of cheese in a rat maze, then it’s pointless.

BRANDS AREN’T BUILT by telling people what your ideals are: take action! Rather than speaking of vague,
imprecise mission statements, take actions that show what’s important to you. You’re an eco-friendly printer?
Commit yourself to plant a tree for every client that chooses recycled paper. You’re a repair shop with great
service? On any job that takes more than half an hour, offer clients a ride home. After all, a generous person
isn’t generous because he or she is walking down the street brandishing a sign that says “I’m generous!”.
A generous person offers help, surprises people with gifts, and acts generously.

CONCRETE ACTIONS allow you to distinguish yourself from competitors that don’t walk the talk. A pizzeria offering
“Guaranteed Delivery under 30 min” feels like a safer choice than one that offers just “Quick Delivery”. Actions show
that you’re truly different.

ASK YOURSELF: what actions can you take to project
the corporate image you want?

Concrete actions allow you to
distinguish yourself from competitors
that don’t walk the talk.

Let’s get
to work!

Chapter 04

PLANNING
+ GIVES YOU THE BIG PICTURE

012 + 013
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–––––––

The creative rebranding process is a bit like redecorating: you can do it as you go,
or with proper planning.
IMAGINE you use the “as you go” approach – to buy a couch. After visiting a few stores, you fall
head-over-heels for a gorgeous contemporary design. Feeling all excited, you just can’t wait to sit
back in comfort and you decide to bring it home right away. Turns out it doesn’t look all that great
with the current colour on the walls… Let’s get the brushes out: we’re repainting the living room!
Beige and white, that should fit nicely with the couch. Of course, it’s only once the paint has dried
that you realize your entertainment center feels a bit out of place…

You et the dea. t s called the
s o all e ect .
WITH A GREAT GAME PLAN, you’ll have a better
idea of where you’re going and those who handle your
communications will know what needs to be said!

EVERY CHOICE IS LIMITED by the previous ones. Worse, if you make a mistake along the way
(let’s say you bought a wagon-wheel coffee table – it was on special!), it will have impact down the
road when you try to match future choices with a bad choice. And you can’t just ignore previous
choices either: you’ll end up with a rag-tag living room, without direction, straight out of a garage sale.
THE VERY SAME THING can happen in communications: by working on a project-by-project basis,
as you go, with different people, you might end up trapped with the wrong corporate image. You
can’t come up with a TV ad concept based on a brochure, written off a website, designed from a
business card that uses a 20 year old logo!
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TAKING THE TIME to plan things properly lets you see the big picture To continue using the
previous example, you could hire an interior designer or plan the decoration yourself. In broad
strokes, decide what kind of theme or feel you want to give the room, plan your purchases,
budget, keep some extra cash for last-minute deals. In the end, you’ll get the living room you
really want, for a decent price.
IN COMMUNICATIONS, YOU HAVE everything to gain from planning your projects ahead. Establish
realistic goals (target an 8% sales increase, become recognized as providing a higher quality service,
reduce merchandise returns by half, etc.) and think in broad lines about what you want to say. Look at
your existing material: what’s still up-to-date and what needs to be redone. Write a project calendar
to split your investment over several months and complete assignments in the right order.
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Sounds contradictory, doesn’t it? Still, by trying to cover every base, provide
every service, and please everybody, you risk ending up completely unnoticed.
People ignore messages that sound like “we’re here to help you fulfill your every
need” and “we have a custom-made solution for every project” for two reasons:

FIRST, BECAUSE specialists dig deeper and generalists only scrape the surface. And besides, by making these bland, generic
promises, you risk being just another face in the crowd.
FOCUS ON WHAT YOU DO BEST, and don’t compromise your vision.

y say
o to so e cl e ts you ll
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Chapter 05

THE SECRET IS…
+ TO START A CONVERSATION

014 + 015 + 016 + 017
–––––––

GREAT CREATIVE WRITING is essential; it inspires clients and influences the way your company is perceived. Copy acts as your brand’s voice. Do you want to
sound friendly? Efficient? Professional? Courteous? Jot down a few character traits you feel your company can identify with and try to work them in your copy. You
want to look human and receptive? Don’t talk about yourself – and especially your clients – in the third person. Write like you would speak in a conversation, using
“You/We”. You want to look quick and efficient? Get to the point. Use short, straight sentences. Stay away from flowery and vague prose.
KEEP IN MIND that “less is more”: you can’t be everything. Focus on a few key traits and use them to their full potential. Add too many, and none will stand out.
WHEN WRITING COPY, remember that the client should be your focus. Avoid tooting your own horn with clichés like “the North American leader” and “a leading
edge firm counting on the expertise of specialists with over 40 years of experience in the field”. Think fresh and outside of yourself to what matters most: the client.

e elop
persuas e
co
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They say the pen is mightier than the
sword: but it needs to be a sharp pen.
A pen that scrawls error-laden, ego-centric
verbiage will hurt more than help.

You won’t win clients over with a lengthy
monologue about yourself.
YOU NEED TO SHOW you’re interested in them, that you
understand their needs, and that you’ve got the right answers.

No more typos!
TYPOS MAKE A POOR IMPRESSION ON CLIENTS, ESPECIALLY
WHEN YOU FIRST MEET. IT’S SUCH AN EASY THING TO
FIX! MOST EMAIL PROGRAMS FEATURE A SPELLCHECKER. IF
YOURS DOESN’T HAVE ONE, YOU CAN JUST COPY AND PASTE
YOUR EMAIL IN A WORD PROCESSING SOFTWARE AND
REVIEW IT WITH THE SPELLCHECKER.

Chapter 06

REVIEWING YOUR BRAND

+ KNOWING WHERE YOU’RE STARTING FROM

018 + 019 + 020 + 021 + 022 + 023
–––––––

The best way to find what’s wrong is to closely review
everything about your company. You can use the
“Reviewing your brand” form in the annex to help you out.

Before solving
the problem,
you need to identify it!

1
START
WITH A COMPANY OVERVIEW

FIRST, THINK IN BROAD STROKES about what
defines your company.
What are its strengths? Weaknesses?
What have been some of your great successes
in the last few years? The last few months?
Which projects went poorly?

2

DEFINE YOUR CLIENT BASE

BE AS PRECISE as possible. People 18 to 54,
55% female, who have a job and live in Greater
Montreal aren’t a client base: they’re a sizable
chunk of Quebec. Even if you have a broad client
base, try to focus on a main audience, or regroup
your clients in a few distinctive groups.
NATURALLY, you need to define age, income,
residence, and work; but don’t neglect living habits,
interests, dreams, and problems that are part of your
clients’ lives. Supermoms living in rich areas of
Blainville or Sainte-Rose, who have to juggle with
their career, husband, and kids all at the same time,
who don’t always have time to eat properly and
need balance in their life: now that’s a client base!

3

IDENTIFY THE COMPETITION

COMPETITION DOESN’T STOP WITH direct
competitors: it also includes all alternatives to your
product or service. If you’re a local jeweler, then
you’re up against other jewelers, the superstores’
and drugstores’ jewelry counters, and maybe even
florists and chocolate shops.
TAKE NOTES about your competitors. What does
their logo and website look like? What about ads and
taglines? What keywords and colours dominate?
THIS RESEARCH WILL HELP YOU define the
“grey area”, where all competitors end up looking
and sounding the same. You’ll find it easier to stand
out once you’ve defined what you need to stand
out from!
YOU CAN USE the “Brand DNA” form to help you
take notes.

4
RECOGNIZE YOUR PRODUCT,
YOUR SERVICE

WHAT PRODUCT or message are you selling?
Money isn’t necessarily involved: you might want
people to change their habits (quit smoking) or
sign-up to help a charity event.
WHAT MAKES your product special? Write
up a list of characteristics that distinguish your
product from other similar ones. In addition to
listing product features (ex: a viscose mattress
that adapts to your body shape), think about the
product benefits (ex: a viscose mattress that
adapts to your body shape diffuses the pressure
over a broader area, allowing for better sleep).
More than just technical mumbo-jumbo, benefits
show how your product improves your clients’ lives.

5

6

LOCATE YOUR CORPORATE IMAGE

GET YOUR HANDS ON everything you can find
that has your name on it: business cards, newsprint
ads, flyers… If you have an internal newsletter,
promotional objects, or personalized gifts, add
them to the stack. If you’ve recorded radio ads,
locate the audio files.
CAN YOU SEE a common thread that links all the
material? Do you feel continuity in the titles, colours,
and logo size and placement? Does the material
seem to speak from a single voice? Or does it seem
disorganized and disparate?
DO THE SAME EXERCISE by covering up
your logo on all pieces. Can you still recognize
the material as distinctively your own? Might
a competitor’s logo work just as well on them?

CONSIDER YOUR STAFF

YOUR STAFF directly influences the way people
see you. Do they make you look approachable
and professional? Do they have clear directions
on what to do if problems arise?
HOW are your clients treated? When sales
associates interact with clients, how does the
conversation feel? You can do a field review by
calling your own customer service. Ask a family
member or a friend to act as a mystery client:
ask him to buy something, and then try to get
a refund, or get a quote on a small project.

7
STUDY MEDIA
AND THE MASS AUDIENCE

DO YOU KEEP newspaper clippings? A couple
of lines about your new office space, a picture taken
while you awarded a student with a scholarship?
How do these stories depict your company?
Which keywords are used?
WHAT ABOUT the mass audience? If you’re
selling a product, you can lurk on message
boards or read reviews in trade magazines.
If you’re a retailer or provide a service, you
can ask clients to fill out a short questionnaire
to get an idea of what they think.
WHEN DID THEY FIRST hear about you? Is
it their first visit? Did they find what they were
looking for? Were all of their questions answered?

8

FACTOR YOUR CURRENT POSITIONING

WHAT KIND OF CLIENTS do you mostly deal
with? Are they small, average, or big companies?
Are you geared to people with plenty of disposable
income, or less fortunate people?
HOW DO YOU COMPARE to competitors? Are
you more expensive or do you offer a better price?

9

DEFINE YOUR GOALS

IDENTIFY what success means to you! What do
you expect to get out of your kreative rebranding
project? Higher sales? More clients? Define a
realistic and measurable goal.

REVIEWING

ro ed a sea o a es
reat ra ds st ll sta d out.

YOUR BRAND

Chapter 07

THE CREATIVE REBRANDING PROCESS
+ TAKE ACTION!

024 + 025
–––––––
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YOU CAN USE THE

ra d

form to help you during the process.
On one sheet, write your observations of your company’s
existing brand. On a new sheet, write what defines the
brand you wish to adopt.

Annex

Brand DNA form
+ SELF-EXAMINATION

026 + 027
–––––––

+ YOUR IDENTITY
––––––––––

Nominative

Font

Colours

Origin

Age

Rooted in

Website

Ideals

Personality

Products

Market

Positioning

Promise – Tagline

Main concept

The NOMINATIVE is a short expression that’s always found with the logo. Not all companies use one.
Beside FONT, write everything you can observe about the logo’s signature: serif, sanserif, modern, old, bold, light…
COLOURS includes the logo’s colours as well as other main colours that are found in the company’s communications.
The ORIGIN is where the company first started (country, province/state, or maybe even a neighborhood).
When was the company founded? What’s its AGE?
Geographically speaking, where is the company ROOTED IN (country, cities, neighborhoods…)?
Write the WEBSITE address for each company.
IDEALS are what matters most to the company.
If the company were a person, you’d talk about its PERSONALITY. What’s the tone and attitude of its communications?
PRODUCTS include observations on GOODS/PRODUCTS OFFERED.
The MARKET details which client base the company leans toward.
The POSITIONING sentence summarizes the company’s purpose in its own words.
The PROMISE – TAGLINE expresses the core message to communicate.
The MAIN CONCEPT is the core idea that defines the company.

Part A to J

Analyze your brand
+ GLOBAL APPROACH

029 _ 1.01
–––––––

Part A

Define your competitive edge
+ THIS IS WHERE IT ALL STARTS

030 _ 1.02
–––––––

The first step is to define what makes you different.
Reviewing your current client base is a great place to start. What do your clients have in common? Do you have favorite
clients, people you truly enjoy working for? When clients congratulate you on a job well done, what seems to be most
appreciated? Why do clients turn to you, and no one else?
And when it comes to your service or product, what do you offer that no one else can? Maybe you have an uncommon piece of equipment
or a unique business process that helps you stand out from the crowd?
What ideals do you hold dear, and try to pass on to your employees? Do you have personal beliefs as to the right way of doing business?
What’s your company’s personality? If your company were a person, how would you describe it? Friendly, flexible, always ready to help?
Or professional, detail-driven, acting in the best practices? List six to seven such character traits: if you write more, none will stand out.
To distinguish yourself also means to “not use” the same messages as your competitors. Write up a list of ten taboo words, words that
keep popping up in your competitors’ ads. As much as possible, don’t use them.

hy do cl e ts tur to you
a d o o e else

Part B

Review and approval

+ STOP AND THINK

031 _ 1.03
–––––––

At each step of the process, detach yourself and take a moment to review
the situation. When a project drags on, you can lose sight of your initial
goals and the novelty factor can fade away.
At the end of each presentation, before making a decision, ask yourself: does this further our goals? Does it present our company according
to the bigger plan?

X
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Part C

The positioning statement
+ THINK ABOUT WHAT YOU WANT TO BE

032 _

1.04
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–––––––

The positioning statement is the only piece of the process that shouldn’t
be shared explicitly with clients and the general audience. Instead, keep
it as a reference point for your company and for people who handle your
communications.
The positioning statement is like the big bright “X” on the map, the core message you wish to communicate in as few words as possible. Don’t try to
squeeze everything in endless lists: keep it simple. Consider the following template:

“[COMPANY/PRODUCT NAME],
is the [ATTRIBUTE] [PRODUCT]
for [ATTRIBUTE] [CLIENTS]”
[ex : Kia is the inexpensive car
for families who need a second vehicle.]
You’ll never find such an obvious statement in an ad: it’s meant to act as a reference point for designers and advertisers who work on a project.
It summarizes the brand. Colours, fonts, the copy’s tone, store signage: everything should be decided based on this statement. It’s the unspoken
message that needs to come across.
You can write down your positioning statement, ideals, and personality on a single page (like the “Brand DNA” form). This document can act as your
“Brand Reminder”, something that summarizes your core identity. Hand it out to designers and employees. Invite people to look at it every once in a
while, to remember that “working here should feel like this”. This summary acts as a North star to guide your work and your communications. When
reviewing and approving work, refer to your Brand Reminder. Ask yourself: is this project true to our brand? Does this feel like us?

Part D

The strategy
+ THE PLAN

033 _ 1.05
–––––––

Now that you know what you have to say, you can think about how
to say it. Grab your notepad and calendar: it’s time to plan!
Define your budget and what tools you’ll need (including your advertising investment). Establish a timeline with set due dates
for each phase. Leave some room in your game plan for unexpected situations.

Part E

A distinctive corporate image
+ THE LOGO: CORNERSTONE OF A CORPORATE IMAGE

034 _ 1.06
–––––––

Corporate image is a big part of your brand.
The logo, the look and feel of your communications: every bit adds up to make a first impression. Before clients can find out how great your staff are and how big your
factory is, they first need to pick you out from the crowd.
Before you can win people over with your clever humor and winning personality, you need to look sharp enough to be noticed.
It’s not about your personal taste (e.g., a blue logo because your favorite colour is blue). What are your clients going to identify with and connect to that also distinguishes
you from the competition?
Serif or sanserif fonts, round or square shapes, clean or textured backgrounds: design is a science unto itself, and you’re better off leaving it to professionals. Still, when
reviewing any graphic design proposal (whether it’s a logo, a flyer, or a website interface) ask yourself two questions:

1

oes the sual sta d
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Part F

Graphic and copy standards
+ CREATIVE SUPPORT

035 + 036 + 037 _ 1.07
–––––––

A graphic standards guide acts like an instruction manual for your
corporate image: it defines standards for all communication tools.
It protects your brand investment by insuring continuity.
The graphic standards guide can be as simple as a single sheet that overviews what should and shouldn’t be done (a logo’s safety
zone, which logo version to use on a dark background, which fonts to use, etc.), or it can be a large book covering a broader range
of communications specifications.
Usually, the graphic standards guide is supplied as a PDF along with the logo, whenever something needs to be designed outside
the company (for example, in a newspaper ad or when sponsoring an event). It explains what to do and what not to do to people
who aren’t used to your graphic standards.
Even if you always deal with the same designer or the same agency, it’s wise to take the time to produce a graphic standards guide.
It’s a lot easier to follow the rules with a rulebook on hand, rather than writing them up as you go!
The copy standards guide serves a similar purpose for – you guessed it – copywriting. While graphic standards regulate all the
visual material, copy standards give guidelines whenever something needs to be written. It can give broad indications on the tone
or language level to use: letters from a lawyer’s firm and a summer camp shouldn’t look like they came from the same office! Copy
standards can also define the contact information template to follow (do you write “Phone”, “Tel.”, “T:”, or just “T”?), include sample
letters, detail which spelling standard to follow (US or UK English?), and cover plenty more subjects. Here again, the point is to
insure consistent communications.
Once you can rely on detailed graphic and copy standards, your corporate image will seem solid and well established.

sh ul th k a d h h
sta dards are po tless
they stay the otto
dra er.
Part G

Implement your brand’s ideals
+ SPREAD THE WORD

038 + 039 _ 1.10
–––––––

Once you’ve decided on your company’s personality traits, positioning,
strategy, and distinctive corporate image, you need to share them.
But don’t reveal everything to clients just yet: start with your team! If
you promise clients a unique experience, you need to deliver on it.
Involve your team. Sharing the rebranding design will ensure your employees have a clear idea of what your company does, and how important
they are to the vision.
Still, wishful thinking and big standards are pointless if they stay in the bottom drawer: they need to be implemented. Over time, adapt your
letterhead, signage, and maybe refresh the décor a bit. Instigate policies that give your ideals credence: walk the talk. All the small things
add up to a unique company feel, an experience that allows your team to share a single business vision.
Next time an in-law walks up to one of your employees around the BBQ and asks what the company does, he’ll know exactly how to respond.

Part H

Advertising
+ GET YOUR MESSAGE OUT

040 _ 1.12
–––––––

Only after the planning stage is done and your team is ready to go should
you think about putting forward an advertising offensive. Your company
is now ready to deliver what your advertisement message will promise
to clients.
Start using your new marketing tools and use several media opportunities to get your message out on multiple fields, all at once
(consider a solid “mix-media”). Make sure you stay true to your brand and respect your standards.
Advertising isn’t magic, but it can influence the behavior of potential or existing clients. And even if advertising doesn’t bring an immediate sales
increase, it improves brand notoriety and informs your potential clients about what makes you unique.

d ert s

a e cy produced or

When booking an ad in a media (newspaper,
radio, TV), production is often included for free.
But are the savings worth it?
Media companies make their money from
placing advertisements: ad creation is more
like a complimentary service. From a business
standpoint, it makes sense that media focus
their effort on what pays most. Business
priorities and time constraints prevent
designers from fully committing to a project
and taking your ad to another level.

ed a produced
Radio stations use the same voice actors
over and over, so your ad might end up
sounding and feeling like dozens of others.
The graphic designers at newspapers
need to produce several ads in a very short
time, forcing them to use fast, easy, and
common layouts.

In contrast, an agency commits to ad creation
first, the very thing that makes you stand out.
Designers have enough room to try different
approaches, explore new ideas, and really
imprint your brand on the final concept. TV
and radio productions can be better refined, by
choosing the perfect actor for your message.
Of course in the short term, media-produced
advertising is cheaper. But it can set you back
on originality…

Part I

Take advantage of public relations
+ MAKE THE PRESS WORK FOR YOU

041 _ 1.13
–––––––

Do you have an exciting bit of news: new office space, an innovative
service, a brand new piece of equipment, or a recently completed deal?

pread the ord
Proper public relation work can turn advertising into news. An experienced public relations consultant (one who’s well networked with key people)
will know how to make your story part of today’s news. To the general audience, such a message seems more authentic because it comes from
a news reporter, a company-neutral professional.
Public relations can help during critical times. Proper crisis management can help influence the general opinion of your company. If an accident
causes a severe injury, or worse, death – public relations can act as damage control for your corporate image. Finally, meeting with influential
politicians and organizing official plant tours can help you work around restrictive laws, or help you gain the necessary visibility to be considered
for RFPs.

Part J

Review results

+ WHAT COMES OUT OF IT?

042 + 043 _ 1.14
–––––––

Once the process is done, that the dust has settled, and your first
advertising campaign is complete, take some time to review the results.
Of course, increased sales are nice, but there is more than one kind
of success.

Existing or potential
clients hold you in
higher regard?
Employees are
better motivated,
more invested
in their work?

These all act as tangible
proof that your
rebranding initiative
is a success.

New clients
start appearing?

Chapter 08

Final thoughts
+ A BRAND NEW START!

046 + 047
–––––––

You already possess the
key to your success.
USE THEM!
The creative rebranding process fortifies
your company’s strengths and diminishes its weaknesses.
STILL, creative rebranding isn’t as simple as “Hocus Pocus”: you
need to invest sufficient time and energy in order to make the right
decisions and implement a fresh brand. If you find you don’t have
the necessary time to do it yourself, leave it to the experts.
Call Whelk today... 1-883-428-2325 or 514 591-0993

